Introduction
Since its launch in 1991, the EGRET instrument on the Compton Gamma Ray observatory (CGRO) has detected with high significance .51 AGNs as emitters of high energy -prays (Mukherjee et al. 1997) . These sources all appear to be members of the blazar class of AGNs (von Montigny et al. 1995a) , containing BL Lac objects, highly polarized quasars (HPQ), and optically violent variable (OVV) quasars. In the radio these AGNs are radio-loud and flat-spectrum (radio spectral index a > -0.5). The~-ray emission from these sources has notable properties, including high -y-ray flux that in many of the sources dominates the flux at lower energies, and rapid variability on timescales of a few days or less (e.g. von Montigny et al. 1995a ). The high~-ray flux and rapicl time variability have been used to argue that the -pray emission must be relativistically beamed: if not, thẽ -ray emission would be attenuated by pair-production optical depth. Significant Doppler beaming factors for EGRET sources have been derived by this method by e.g. Mattox et al. (1993) and Dondi & Ghisellini (1995) .
In the relativistic beaming model, the~-ray sources are strongly beamed and should display certain distinct properties when imaged with VLBI, including apparent superluminal motion of jet components, a high degree of core dominance, and jets which are strongly bent by projection effects. Some of the EGRET sources had been well monitored with VLBI before their detection by EC~RET, and they did indeed display these properties. Proper motion measurements for 13 EGRET sources are listed by Vermeulen & Cohen (1994) , hereafter VC94. The measured apparent velocities of these sources are all superluminal (provided the redshift of 0716+714 is above 0.2S), with the exceptions of 045S-020, 1127-145, and CTA 102. VLBI observations of other sources have been spurred by their EGRET detections, and superluminal motion has recently been reported in 0420-014 (Wagner et al. 1995) , 0528+134 (Krichbaum et al. 1995; Pohl et al. 1995) , 0954+6,5S and 1219+2S,5 (Gabuzda et al. 1994) , 1633+3S2 (Barthel et al. 1995) , and 1730-130 (Bower et al. 1997) .
A campaign to monitor the southern EGRET sources with VLBI is underway, with first results reported by Tingay et al. {1996 ).
The fact that many of the EGRET sources were relatively obscure until their detection by EGRET indicates that, despite the recent concentration on VLBI observations of I~CjRET sources, there remain many -pray sources which have not, been well studied with VLB1. To the best of our knowleclge, before this study there wwe 21 EGRET sources with
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p[lhlished VLB1 proper mot ion measurements (many of which were not of high reliability (V('!)l )). leaving 30 EGREr~sour-cm which had not been stuc]ied with VLBI at multiple epochs. Some of these sources had been imagecl or had had a VL131 intensity measurement macle, but proper motion stuclies had not been published. The stucly of which this paper is a part has attempted to examine as many EGRET sources as possible which had not been previously well observed with VL131, using the geocletic VLBI database of the Lvashington VLB1 correlator located at the [J.S. Naval Observatory (US NO ). Reports have already been published of the measurement of superluminal motion in the cluasar 1611 +343 ( Piner & Kingharn 1997a , hereafter Paper I) and the measurement of a more standard super] uminal velocity for the quasar 1156+295 (Piner & Kingham 1997b , hereafter Paper 11), which had previously had a much larger measured superluminal velocity than any other source (hlcHarcly et al. 1993 (hlcHarcly et al. , 1990 . Detailed observations of three more sources are presented in this paper.
A stucly such as this has several potential benefits. It is important to understand why some of the sources sharing the common characteristics of EGRET blazars have not been detected in~-rays. One possible reason is that the -y-ray emission may be more narrowly beamed than the radio emission (von Montigny et al. 1995 b) . Other possible reasons include intrinsic differences between the sources and long timescale variability of the~-ray emission. VLB1 measurements of such things as apparent superluminal motion can provide information on important quantities such as the angle of the jet to the line-of-sight, and can help to address this question. High-resolution VLBI observations can also potentially discern any effects of~-ray flares on the jet structure.
This study also demonstrates the usefulness of archival geodetic VLBI data for astrophysics. Several authors have used geodetic VLBI data for astrophysical purposes.
All imageable sources in a single geodetic experiment were imaged by Charlot (1990) , and geodetic VLBI images have been presented in papers on the individual sources 0528+134 (Krichbaurn et al. 1995 , Pohl et al. 1995 , 0J287 (Vicente, Chariot, & Sol 1996) , 4C 39.2,5 (Alberdi et al. 1993; Fey, Eubanks, & Kingham 1997) , 3C273 (Chariot 1993) , 3C34.5 (Tang, Ronniing, & B&%h 1989) , and BL Lac (Tateyama et al. 1998) . Schalinski et al. (1993) and Britzen et al. (1994) discussed a large-scale project to image many geodetic VLB1 sources over many experiments. The study of which this paper is a part has a similar large-scale scope, with over one hundred images of six EGRET sources having been studied in detail (Piner 199S) . Using archival geodetic VLBI data has several advantages. Many sources are observecl very frecluently, allowing for excellent time sampling. The archive extencls back to 19S6, allowing for an approxitnate ten-year time baseline for most sources.
Many of these sources were not observed by the astronomical J-LB [ community until after their announcement as EGRE'I' sources in at least 1991. We cliscuss the selection of the .
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indiviclllal sources studied in this paper in $ 2, the archived geodetic VLB1 obserlatiolls ill $3, the motions of the individual jet components in~4. and astrophysical implications of these res[llts in~5. We use }/0 = 100h knl S-l hIpc-l, qO=O.t5, and the flux ,$ x V+" throughout the paper.
Selection of Individual Sources
For this study, we wished to find EGRET sources which had many good observations in the USNO geodetic VLBI database and had not had VLBI proper motion measurements published. For the list of EGRET sources, we used the 43 strong detections of AGNs given in the second EGRET catalog (Thompson et al. 1995) and the catalog supplement (Thompson et al. 1996) . We also included four sources -3C66A, CTA 26, 1622-297, and 21.55-304 --for which new results gave significant enough detections that there was little cloubt they would be included as strong detections in future lists (Hartman 1996, private communication) . These four sources are indeed included, along with four other new sources, in the recent list in Mukherjee et al. (1997) .
Observations of 700 galactic and extragalactic sources are included in the USNO geodetic VLBI database from the beginning of the program in 1986 until 1996 November.
Of the 47 EGRET sources considered, 39 had at least one observation in the database. Of these, 26 had at least one observation with the necessary (u, v) plane coverage to make an image, and 20 of these had been observed often enough and well enough to produce a series of images. Nine of these 20 sources already had reliable VLBI proper motion measurements published. The remaining 11 sources were 0202+149, 0208-512, 0235+164, CTA 26, 0537-441, 1156+295, 1510 0208-512, 0235+164, CTA 26, 0537-441, 1156+295, -089, 1606+106, 1611+343, 1622 Two of these sources, 0208-512 and 0537-441, are being studied by Tingay et al. (1996) , and we have already presented results on 1611+343 and 1156+295 in Papers I and 11
respectively. Of the remaining seven sources, we present detailed time series of 0202+149.
C'TA 26, and 1606+106 in this paper, and we have also produced some images of 0235+164, 16~~-~,53, and 1739+,5~~.
Observations
The VLB1 observations used in this paper are from archived geodetic hlarli 111 VLBI observations processed at the Washington VLB1 C!orrelator Facility located at the U.S. A total of 60 geodetic VLBI experiments were analyzed to produce the 62 images of these three sources.
In addition to the geodetic VLBI images, we have also used some VLBA images made as part of a study of the Radio Reference Frame (Johnston et al. 199.5) . These images are also at 8 and 2 GHz, with some additional images at 15 GHz, The images are courtesy of Fey (1996 , but we performed the model fitting of the images independently. VLBA observations of other Radio Reference Frame sources are presented by Fey, Clegg, & Fomalont (1996) and Fey & Chariot (1997) . A list of the VLBA observations used in this paper is given in Table 2 . In general, the VL13.4 images have lower resolution due to their shorter baselines, but higher dynamic range than the geodetic VLBI images. Thus they can serve as useful consistency checks on the reality of fainter components but do not significantly improve the proper motion measurements.
Images
Figylres 1 to 6 sholv time-series mosaics of some of the geocletic VL131 images, at 2 ancl S C;IIZ, of 0202+149. C'I',4 26, ancl 1606+106. These figures disp!ay time along the y-axis and relative right ascension along the r-axis. The images are centered at the time coordinate at which the observation was made. The axis scalings have been chosen so that the images 900  1  5971  597'2  5973  597-I  6414  6415  6416  6418  6419  6555  7982  6554  7992  5 ?89  6191  6'214  6573  6522  6187  8069  8024  6545  6591  6838  6905  6931  6933   6936  6937  6875  6938  6939  6885  6020  6891  6534  6541  6629  6633  6909  6636  6780  6792  6990  6991  6992 NAEX31  NAEX32  NEOSBO02  SATL-ALT  XASIA-2  NAEX37  NEOSBO08  NAXG07  NAXG08  NEOSA038  F'PMS2  NEOSBO11  NEOSB013   NEOSB016  NEOSB017  NEOSA075  NEOSB018  NEOSB019  NEOSA085  RDGTR1  NA091  RDNAP2  GTRF2  F'PMS1  RDTPC1  LNAEXS6  RDGTR3  GTRF4  RDC95A  RDC95B   RDC95C  RDC'95D  NAEX-16  SA129  NA132   F{F) half of the L'L131 images used ill the analysis of these sources are shown in these figures. We believe we have selected those images which best demonstrate changes in source structure. Parameters of the displayed images are given in Table : 3. The lowest contour for each image has been set eclual to three times the rms noise in the image; however, noise contours have been suppressec[ in the time-series plots to avoid plotting a noise contour over an acljacent image. Throughout the rest of this paper we follow the component numbering system of labeling the presumed core CO and labeling the other components consecutively starting at Cl, from the outermost component inward. Many of the differences in appearance from image to image within a series are due to the differences in the geodetic VLBI experiments.
Experiments can vary drastically in both the lengths of the baselines and the sensitivities of the antennas. The geodetic VLBI experiments tend to have very long baselines which give high resolution; however, some experiments also have a dearth of short baselines, which can lead to an insensitivity to components which are farther out and more extended.
Model Fits
In order to quantify the positions and motions of the jet components, we fit Gaussian models to the observed risibilities for each epoch, using the MODELFIT procedure of the Caltech DIFMAP software package. The fitted components were either elliptical Gaussians, circular Gaussians, or delta functions. Elliptical Gaussians were fit where possible: if the ellipses became very elongated (axial ratio less than 0.1 ), then two or more circular Gaussians were used insteacl. If the circular components became very small (less than a tenth of a beam), then a delta function was used. Table 4 lists the fluxes and positions of the major components of the best fitting model for each image. }\;e have included moclel fits for all of the observations listed in Table 1 , as well as for the \'LBA images listed in Table 2 .
In Table 4 , we have only included those components which~ve can ll[lallll~igllc)llsly resolve. The lower resolution 2 GHz images usually see the core plus the illller S C;Hz 
1606+106
2 GHz -r----l- 2,4,8,16,32,64,128 124816,32,64,128 777? 1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128,256 1,2,4,8,16,32,64 124816,32,64,128 7>17 124816,32,64,128 ?>?1 124816,32,64,128 77?? 1,2,4, s,16,32,64,128 124816,32,64,128 77>7 124816,32,64,128 >777 1,2,4,8,16,32,64 124816,32,64 >>>? 1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128 l,~,4,s,16,32,64 " Epoch identification in Table 1 .
C2 ,
Nun~bers given for the beam are the F\YHMs of the major and minor axes in n]as, and the position angle of the major axis in degrees.
'The lowest contour is set to bc three times the rms noise in the image. 0Epoch identification in Table 1 or Table 2. 6F1ux density in Janskys.
'r and PA are the polar coordinates of the center of the component relative to the presumed core CO. angle is measured from north through east.
'u, and C7pAare the estimated errors in the component positions. Table 4 we have fixed the location of the presumed core to be at, the origin and give positions for all other components relative to the core. For all three of these sources we have selectecl as the core the brightest compact component at the end of the extended jet structure. In all of these sources this component also has the flattest spectral index.
Determining accurate errors in the model-fit parameters is problematic. Formal methods for calculating the errors, such as that described by Biretta, Moore, & Cohen (1986) , rely on varying a given parameter until the reduced X2 increases by a certain factor. This gives an estimate for the uncertainty in a parameter within that particular observation, but it does not take into account the differences in (u, v) It is reasonable to suppose that moclel fitting will more accurately locate bright, compact components, From Conclon (1997) it can be derivecl that the positional error shoulcl be proportional to 11-Itz. where B is the surface brightness of the component. 
Motion of Components
In this section we discuss the motions of the individual components in both radius 
0202+149
The source 0202+149 is a flat-spectrum radio quasar with a redshift of 0.83:3 (Stickel et al. 1996) . Bondi et al. (1996) , Padrielli et al. (1986), and R.omney et al. (19S4) imaged this SOLII-CC with VLBI at three epochs (1980 February, 19S1 October, and 19S7 November) at 1.7 GHz as part of a campaign to study the structure of low-frequency variable sources. Component C2 also appears to be stationary at 0.41 mas from the core, but this (1996) observations and the present. This would imply motion of Cl at close to its one-sigma upper limit velocity.
4.2.

CTA 26
The quasar CTA 26 (0336-019) is a core-dominated flat-spectrum radio source at a redshift of 0,8.52 (Hewitt & Burbidge 1989) . A 5 GHz VLBI image from Wehrle et al. (1992) shows a jet at a position angle of about 65°, roughly orthogonal to the VLA seconclary. 
4.3.
1156+295
The geodetic VLBI images and outward motions of the components of 11.56+29.5 were cliscussecl in Paper II. Here we discuss the motion of the components of this source in position angle. Figure 10 is the same as Figure 9 
1606+106
The flat-spectrum radio quasar 1606+106 has a redshift of 1.23 (Stickel & Ktihr 1994) .
This quasar was observed with VLBI at 5 GHz in a three-antenna experiment by Zensus, Porcas, & Pauliny-Toth (1984) . It was well fit by a circular Gaussian of width 0.6 mas. At least three images of this source have been made from geodetic VLBI clata by Britzen et al. (1994) , although the images are not presented in that reference.
The components in the jet of 1606+106 are considerably fainter than the components in the other two sources stuclied here, so not all components are detectecl by us at all epochs, In general, our later observations of 1606+106 had superior sensitivity and (u, v) plane coverage, and were better able to detect the fainter components. Figure 11a shows the measured positions of the outer components, Cl and C2, from our images. These 
. has a low radio polarization of 0.2% (Perley 19S2) , ancl has a relatively small radio variability (V=O.:3 from the UhIR.AO online clatabase3, where V=AS'/ < 5' >). These properties all match the properties of the compact F double class, and we can identify 0202+ 149 as a new compact F double source. The compact double sources were first identified by Phillips and Nlutel (19S2) , and this class of sources was divided according to their spectral index into compact S (a < -0.5) ancl compact F (a > -0.5) doubles by PRSS.
Detailed studies of the compact double sources by Conway et al. (1994) have shown that the compact S and compact F doubles are likely to be very different physical phenomena and that the compact F doubles are probably physically more similar to the core-jet sources than to their steep-spectrum counterparts. They suggest that the components of compact S doubles are the termination points of oppositely directed jets, while compact F doubles are an unusual form of core-jet source with a bright, stationary jet component. The EGRET detection of 0202+149 strengthens the conclusion of Conway et al. (1994) that the compact F double sources are just an unusual form of core-jet source and are physically very different from the "terminating jet" interpretation of compact S doubles, where we WOUIC1 not expect to see~-ray emission.
Observations of~-rays from 0202+149 imply that the source is strongly beamed. This strong beaming, together with the very low apparent velocities, means that the jet must be aligned extremely close to the Iine-of-sight if the component velocities reflect the bulk motion of material in the jet. Indications of strong beaming have been seen in the other compact 1' doubles in the form of high jet/counterjet brightness ratios. Conway et al. (1994) show that the stationary components then imply such a small angle of the jet to the line-of-sight that the probability of observing these sources is very low. They suggest t~vo models to explain the stationary components of compact F doubles, although the large-scale properties of these sources, which also make them quite different from normal core-jet sources, remain to be explained. The components could represent standing shocks in the jet, implying that the component velocities are much less than the bulk velocity of jet material. .41ternatively, the components could be due to relativistic flow close to the line-of-sight along a curving jet, and since a curving jet samples a range of angles to the line-of-sight, the arguments suggesting a low probability of detection would not apply.
Since both of these models allow for bulk relativistic motion close to the line-of-sight, the 
Correlations between Flares and Component Ejections
It is interesting to see if VLE31 component ejections correlate with outbursts in the light curves of these sources. Correlations between the emergence of new VLBI components and radio flares have been noted by many authors, e.g, Nlutel et al. (1994 ), Zensus et al. (1990 . Such a correlation is not surprising; since newly emerged VLBI components typically have a high radio flux, it is not unexpected that they would contribute significantly to the total light curve. A more meaningful correlation would be if component ejections correlated with flares in the optical or~-ray regimes. Then we would actually be observing the effects of enhanced activity in the central engine as they propagated down the jet. In the common shock interpretation of VLBI components,~-ray and optical emission could originate in these compact energetic shocks as they form ancl move out from the core. After some time, typically zero to several hundred days (Tornikoski et al. 1994) , the component becomes optically thin to lower frequency radio emission, causing the observed brightening in the radio. Also at about this time, depending on source distance and VLBI resolution, the component becomes resolved from the "core" in VLBI observations, where the VLBI "core" is simply the point at which the jet becomes optically thick. Such a detailed scenario in which the~-ray emission is due to a propagating discontinuity (corresponding to a jet component observed with VLBI) in a Poynting flux jet, and where the delay of the radio emission is due to self-absorption or free-free absorption by external plasma, has been proposed by Romanova & I,ovelace (1996) . Reich et al. (1993) have observed enhanced radio emission with a delay of several months relative to the EGRET detection in some sources. Conversely, some models predict that there should be no correlation between VLBI component ejections and~-ray flares. In the model of Punsly (1996) , the VLBI jet and thẽ -ray jet are two separate jets, so we would not expect any correlation between them.
Correlations between optical flares and the formation of VLBI components have been noted -for example, component C9 of 3C273 (Krichbaum et al. 1990 ) and components K1
ancl K3 of 0J287 (Vicente et al. 1996 ) --although these references also mention that there are optical flares with no subsequent VLBI components and VLBI components~vhich have no associated optical flares. Gabuzda & Sitko (1994) et al. 1996) . These results indicate that~-ray flares may be related to the production of observed jet components.
We have calculated the epoch of zero separation for each moving component in all of our sources. These times are listed in Table 5 . We list only those components that have emergecl recently enough that correlated flux observations might exist, i.e., the outer components of all sources and the slow-moving and stationary components of 0202+149
and 1606+ 106 are not listed. The la errors in the velocities were used to calculate the errors in the separation times; note that this does not produce symmetric errors. The recent ejections of C2 and C3 in CTA 26, and C3 and C4 in 1156+295, appear to correlate with outbursts in the historic radio anti optical light curves. These outbursts are listed in Table . corresponds to a peak in the high-frequency radio light curve (Tornikoski et al. 1994 ). Nov -1991 Nov 1990 4.8, 8, and 14.5 GHz C3 1993 Apr 1993 Jan -1993 Jul 1993 4.8, 8, and 14.5 GHz 1156+295 C3 1985 Sep 1984 Jul -1986 Jul early 1985 optical mid 198.5; 90 GHz C4 1991 hfar 1989 Jun -1992 Jan 1990 37 and 90 GHz We are particularly interested in possible correlations with EGRET flares. We found in Paper I that the separation time of C5 in 161 1+343 was during a high state of -pray activity. For the sources studied in detail in this paper, a -(-ray flare can be identified in the EGRET light curves of CTA 26, 11.56+295, and 1606+106, that it was so short lived that it was not detected. These data give no indication that EGRET flares are correlated with VLB1 component ejections, contrary to the correlations observed by other authors discussed earlier in this section, However, since the observations by other authors were at higher frequency and resolution ---and thus better able to detect short-lived components -such a correlation may still be possible.
5.3.
Calculation of Doppler Beaming Factors
Since the value of the apparent superluminal velocity is a function of both the Lorentz factor I' and the angle to the line-of-sight 0, knowledge of the apparent speeds alone is sufficient only to place a lower limit on I' or an upper limit on 0. Another parameter of the flow which depends on both r and 4 is the ratio of observed to emitted frecluency, or 1989 1991 1994 '00 1606+106 -20 -& / '1' o -1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 Time (yrs)
-
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' 00 1611+343 greater than the actual .X-ray flux from the source. Another method of calculating J (e.g.. Dondi & G hisellini 1995. hereafter DG9.5 ) can be applied to -(-ray sources by cletnancling that the optical depth due to pair-production be low enough for~-rays to escape. This optical clepth depends on ii, so a lower limit, J~, can be obtained by setting the optical depth equal to 1. Readhead (1994) notes that intrinsic brightness temperatures of sources do not vary much from the '{equipartition brightness temperature" -the brightness temperature at which there is equipartition of energy between the radiating particles and the magnetic field. The observed brightness temperature can be compared with the equipartition brightness temperature to determine the equipartition Doppler factor, 6~( & Daly 1996, hereafter GD96) . Each of these methods has drawbacks; the first two give only lower limits to d and the third assumes equipartition, which may not be valicl in all sources. A lower limit on the Doppler factor implies that when these Doppler factors are compared with apparent superluminaI velocities, only lower limits to I' and upper limits to $ can be obtained, although these limits are often better than those obtained using the apparent velocity alone.
Giiijosa
We have calculated J.ssc for the core components of the sources in our sample.
LTnfortunately, these Doppler factors depend on powers as high as the square of sometimes poorly known quantities such as the angular size of the component and the frequency and flux at the peak of the synchrotrons spectrum. Since we only have observations at two frequencies, we are not able to precisely determine the peak of the synchrot ron spectrum, and in general we assume a turnover at 8 GHz if the spectrum is rising over the observed range, a turnover at 2 GHz if it is falling, or a turnover at 5 GHz if it is flat. We have high resolution for each of our observing frequencies, which should give relatively accurate measurements of the core angular size. We also average the Doppler factors calculated at the individual epochs to obtain the estimate of d for each source. This averaging should alleviate some of the error introduced by inaccurate measurements of angular size or flux clensity. Although GPCM, DG95, or GD96 have calculated Doppler factors for all of our sources except 0202+149, they all used single-epoch single-frequency VLBI data, and hence were forced to assume that the frequency of observation was the turnover frecluency. We hope our multi-epoch dual-frequency data may provide better estimates of these Doppler factors.
[ ln(vb/vn, )v: "(-'-2") rss.$~=j(cr)sm S& 4L2v5_3a 1 (1+z), m where f(~) w -0.OSa+O.14, s'~istheflux clensity(in Jy)at theturnover frequencyv~(in GIIz), S= is the X-ray flux density (in Jy) at frequency v. (in keV), vb is the synchrotrons high-frequency cutoff (assurnecl to be 1014Hz, (GPCM)), dd is the angular diameter of the radio core at the turnover frequency (in mas), and the sign of a has been changecl to reflect the convention used in this paper. This equation assumes the radiating component is a homogeneous sphere. While more sophisticated geometries such as conical jets have been used by some authors, e.g. Unwin et al. (1994) , they also require more sophisticated multi-frequency VLF31 data in order to constrain them. In keeping with GPCM, we use an optically thin spectral index of a = -0.75 and use X-ray fluxes from I)G95. GD96 report two correction factors that must be applied to this equation: a factor of 1.8 in the angular size and a factor of 2 in the flux at the spectral peak. When we calculated Doppler factors for 161 1+343 in Paper I, we were aware of only the first of these correction factors, so we give fully corrected values for 161 1+343 here. Values of the Doppler factors and the corresponding limits to r and O are given in Table 6 . Note that since I'(6) has a minimum of 1'-= (/7~PP+ 1)1/2, where~aPPis the apparent velocity, at 6 = 17", then if 6< r" the lower limit obtained on 17is the same as that obtained from the apparent velocity alone.
The values of Jssc found for CTA 26 and 1156+295 agree well with the values found for these sources by GPCM and GD96. The values of cf~sc found for 1606+106 and by DG!J5. In fact, the average value of 6ssC for the entire I)G9,5 sample is higher than the average value of J? for the same sample. which implies that the~-ray optical depth in these sources is considerably less than 1, since a value of unity is assumed in the calculation of 67.
The angles to the line-of-sight listed in Table 6 are all relatively small, as is expectecl for strongly beamed sources, In particular, the high Doppler factor and low apparent velocity of 0202+149 imply a very small angle to the line-of-sight of 0.15°. The chance probability of a source having such a small angle to the line-of-sight is only 3.4x 10-6. Such an unreasonably small angle must imply that the pattern speed rP is much less than the 
Comparison of EGRET and non-EGRET Sources
One of the major questions to be answered about the EGRET sources is why some of the sources sharing the common characteristics of EGRET bla.zars are not detected in n{-rays. Some possible reasons for this mentioned by von Montigny et al. ( 199.5b) are that there may be intrinsic differences between the detected and undetected sources: that all blazars emit -y-rays but some are not currently seen clue to long timescale variability; ancl that the -y-ray emission may be beamecl more narrowly than the radio emission. VLBI observations are unicluely suited to testing this third possibility. Nfany of the source properties observed with VLB1, including the apparent superluminal velocity, ,B.PP,depencl on the angle of the jet to the line-of-sight, so in principle the jet orientation angles of the EGRET and non-EGRET sources can be compared. Note that the EGRET and non-EXl RET sources CIOnot necessarily have a bimoclal dist ribut ion in their ratio of -~-ray '10 flllx to radio flllx, as the radio-loud an(l ra(lio-quiet quasars do ill their ratio of radio to optical flux (e.g. Raw [ings 199'1) . However, since h [attox et al. (199?) show that there is a correla.tioll between average .5 GIIz radio flux and peak~-ray flux. and many of the strongest radio blazars have not been cletecteci by EGRET, there is at least a very large scatter in the ratio of~-ray flLIx to raclio flux that remains to be explained.
We deciclecl to compare the average values of /3aPP for the EGRET and non-EGRET sources to see if there is a significant difference between the two groups. We use the speeds of all VLB1 components measured in this work, Paper I, and Paper II. along with the collected apparent velocity data of VC94 and some more recent VLBI observations of the EGRET sources 0420-014 (Wagner et al. 1995) , 0528+134 (Krichbaum et al. 1995; Pohl et al. 1995) , and 1633+382 (Barthel et al. 1995) . Recent observations of 1730-130 (Bower et al. 1997) are not included since the superluminal motion is only inferred from the timing of flux outbursts. A similar comparison has been done by Tingay et al. (1996) ; however, we include the speeds of 15 new VLB1 components measured in this paper, Paper I, and Paper 11 -thus approximately doubling the available sample for EGRET sources -and~ve also use the data of VC94 somewhat differently. For the EGRET sources, we exclude the 13L Lacs, and we consider only the core-dominated quasars from VC94, because Gabuzda et al. (1994) show that the~.PP values of BL Lacs and quasars are quite different. We also combine the apparent velocity data using weighted averaging, so we exclude any apparent velocity measurement published without an associated error, When multiple components have been measured in a single source, we take the weighted average of the component speeds to form an average value for that source; this is exactly equivalent to forming the weighted average of all components from all sources. Since VC94 remark that the large number of stationary components found in core-dominated quasars implies that they probably represent a different phenomenon from the more rapidly moving components, we also exclude components where the velocity measurement and associated error are consistent with no motion. We find that the two groups of EGRET and non-EGRET sources have the same average apparent velocity of 5.5h-l c, with the standard deviations of the distributions being 2.7 and 2.4 h-l c respectively. Histograms of these apparent velocities are shown in Piner ( 1!398). We fincl no evidence that the EGRET and non-EGRET sources have different apparent velocities, in agreement with Tingay et al. (1996) .
Apparent velocity is probably not the best indicator of orientation. The graph of ,Oappvs. d has a maximum at sin 0 = l/r, and below this maximum the apparent velocity decreases as the source moves closer to the line-of-sight. If a significant number of EGRFYI' sources are located on the small angle side of this maximum, they could actually }lave a lower average apparent velocity than other sources while still being closer to the (1993) ; and using the set of EGRET sources from Mukherjee et al. ( 1997) . The average values for AssC ancl R of the EGRET and non-EGRET sources are given in Table 7 , where we have used the same source classifications used by GPCM. The average values of 6ssc for the EGRET and non-EGRET sources are the same within the errors, which may simply reflect the large uncertainties in determining Jssc. The only significant difference in the R values occurs for the LPQs, vhere the EGRET LPQs have an R value significantly higher than the non-EGRET LPQs.
This implies that the EGRET LPQs are more strongly beamed than the non-EGRET LPQs and, if degree of polarization increases with decreasing angle to the line-of-sight, implies that the EGRET LPQs have an angle to the line-of-sight typical of HPQs. Since degree of polarization is variable, this suggests that the EGRET LPQs may really be HPQs which were classified during a low-polarization state. We also compared the misalignment angle distribution of the EGRET blazars to that of the non-EGRET blazars, where the misalignment angle is the difference between the VLBI and VLA-scale position angles. For the EGRET sources we measurecl misalignment angles using the method of Xu et al. ( 1994) for all sources where images were available in the literature. as }vell as using the new images from this paper, Paper I, ancl Paper 11.
A complete listing of these misalignment angles is given by Piner ( 199S) . We compared this misalignment angle distribution to that for HPQs in general using the results from the and found that NGRET sources do not preferentially belong to eitl~er tl~e aligned or the misaligned population, but follow the distribution typical of highly polarized sources in general. These results independently confirm similar results found recently by Bower et al. (1997) .
In conclusion, we C1O not find strong evidence that we are viewing 7-ray sources any closer to the line-of-sight than is typical for an HPQ source. Nloellenbrock et al. ( 1996) . in a survey of core-dominatecl radio sources, found that the~-ray sources occupy the high encl of their brightness temperature distribution, indicating that the -y-ray sources are among the most highly beamed in their sample. However, their sample includes both high and low polarization core-dominated quasars. Unified schemes (Guerra & Daly (1997 ), Terisranta & Valtaoja (1994 ) indicate that LPQs typically have a larger angle to the line-of-sight than HPQs. If the KS test done by Moellenbrock et al. (1996) is redone using only the HPQ sources from their sample and the latest list of EGRET sources, the significance of the difference between the brightness temperature distributions of the EGRET ancl non-EGRET sources drops below 9570. We conclude that VLBI observations are consistent with the average opening angle for the~-ray emission being approximately equal to the average viewing angle for an HPQ. If this is so, then the reason some HPQs are not seen in -y-rays is probably due to intrinsic source differences or time variability. Nair ( 1 997) has stated that cluster analysis shows that -pray sources have larger amplitudes of optical variability and are bluer at larger reclshifts. Punsly (1996) has found that~-ray quasars have larger mm spectral peaks relative to their cm spectral peaks than other core-dominated
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Conclusions
the EGRET quasars 0202+ 149, CTA 26, ancl
6.
We have presented VLBI images of 1606+ 106. We have detected superluminal motion in two of these sources, CTA 26 and 1606+106; such superluminal motion is expected from highly beamed~-ray blazars. The high Doppler factor derived for 0202+149 also indicates that it is strongly beamed, the stationary jet components in this source can be interpreted as standing shocks or flow very close to the line-of-sight. The quasar 0202+149 satisfies all the criteria of the compact F double morphology class as given by PRSS. L\rehave also investigated the shapes of the VLE31jets in all of these sources, as well as in 11.56+29.5, and have founcl they all possess apparently bent jets. We have detected non-radial motions of components in CT.-i 26 and 11,56+29.5. It has been noted by some authors (Iirichbaurn et al. 199.5; Wchrle et al. 1996) The observations of the three sources presented here, along with the observations of 1611 +343 and 1156+295 presented in Papers I and II, significantly increase the number of EGRET sources for which detailed VLBI monitoring data are available. Such an increase makes comparisons between properties of the EC~RET and non-EGI{ET populations more significant. We have compared the misalignment angle distribution of EGRET sources to the distribution for blazars as a whole and find that the EGRET sources do not preferentially belong to the aligned or the misaligned population. We have also compared the average values of the apparent velocity, the Doppler factor, and the core dominance parameter for the EGRET sources with the same quantities for the non-EGRET sources.
We find no significant difference in these quantities between the t~vo groups. We thus find no indication that the EGRET blazars are more strongly beamed than the non-EGRET blazars, although the estimated errors and the scatter of individual sources are rather large, particularly for estimates of the Doppler factor. This paper, along with Paper I and Paper II, shows the great usefulness of archived geodetic VLBI data in producing high quality, densely time sampled series of VLBI images for use in astrophysical studies. The
Washington VLBI correlator's geodetic database continues to be a potential source for such studies.
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